
Foam rubber layer

Provides shock absorption 
and harm reduction. Made 
from hydrophobic material 
and does not take up water. 

Net clips

Made from high-impact plastic, 
providing fast and easy installation 
while keeping the net strongly 
connected.

Foam rubber

Ensures stable position of net 
hooks and prevents  injuries 
to fingers.

Aluminium frame

Rib-reinforced  profile 
provides maximum 
stability.

Elastic PVC coating

Shields from environmental 
factors and reduces impact 
against the post by 44%. The 
layer is proctective against UV 
rays and extreme temperatures 
from -40F to +176F. 

SafeGoal - the only soccer goal 
in the world with a soft shell
SafeGoal is a revolutionary product that prevents and reduces 
soccer goal related injuries while retaining flexibility, stabilty, 
strength and durability.

Developed by engineers and 
tested at the prestigious 
Institute of Biomechanics in 
Spain, the Safegoal system 
reduces the risk of injuries by 
an incredible 44%.

“Injuries are common in sport and throughout my career I have witnessed many players 
end their career because of an injury. 

My friend and former teammate hit the goal post as goalie and almost ended his career 
due to a neck injury. Today he plays at the top level in the world and represented the men’s 
national team in Euro 2021. This situation could have been avoided with SafeGoal.

Finding ways to make soccer safer for the players, no matter their age or playing level, is a 
great achievement. If every kid feels safer on the soccer field, there will be many more 
future bright stars and healthy athletes among us.

Play safe with SafeGoal.”

Joel Lindpere
MVP New York Red Bulls, 
107 caps for Estonia, 
world renowned soccer star

The patented SafeGoal system 
keeps standard ball bounce and 
meets all official regulations 
made by FIFA, US FUTSAL, NFHS 
and NCAA. 

Your safety
 is our goal

SafeGoal meets all official regulations made by FIFA, US FUTSAL, NFHS and FNCAA.

+1 (315) 760 7203 info@safegoal.com SafeGoalUSA SAFEGOAL.COM


